
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
Meeting Objectives:  

• Approve the July 26, 2018 Minutes  
• Hear Preschool Development Grant Updates  
• Discuss Transition Document and Next Steps  
• Review ECLC Bylaws  
• Listen to Public Comment  

 
 

Attendance: Letty Bass, Anna Jo Haynes , Melissa Colsman , Elsa Holguín, Susan Steele, Charlotte Brantley, 
Erin Mewhinney (phone), Heather Craiglow, Lindsay Dorneman (phone), Gerri Gomez Howard, Tom Massey 
(phone), Kristina Heyl, Amanda Pelletier 
 
Welcome 
Elsa Holguín called the meeting to order at 1:07pm.  She asked members to review the meeting objectives.  
The group reviewed the minutes from July, which Anna Jo Haynes moved to approved.  The motion was 
seconded by Susan Steele and the minutes were approved unanimously.   
 
Preschool Development Grant Updates  
Heather Criaiglow explained the Federal Government has come out with a Preschool Development Grant 
(PDG) that will assist states to develop, update, or implement a strategic plan that facilitates collaboration 
and coordination among existing programs of early childhood care and education in a mixed delivery system 
across the state. She explained that the focus is on children 0-5 years old, the Colorado Department of 
Human Service, Office of Early Childhood will be the state’s lead agency and that the application is due 
November 6, 2018. Heather noted that this is an opportunity to build upon existing work and deepen 
partnerships between our systems. She shared that an important piece is thinking about transitions 
throughout systems and service working across early childhood. Another important piece is parental choice. 
Heather shared that year one the grant will focus on planning.  She also shared that the ceiling for grant is 
$15 million for each year, and that the state will probably not be applying for ceiling because they need a 
30% match; they are aiming for 8 million in year one.  
 
Heather explained there are five activities to the grant that outline the purpose of the grant. For Activity 1, 
the need assessments the Department will build upon existing needs assessments such as the Early Childhood 
Workforce 2020 Plan. The needs assessment will have a focus on rural areas.  Heather stated they are 
thinking about where are children in unlicensed care and noted that it will be important to be innovative 
with FFN care.  The second activity is creating a strategic plan; Heather shared that they will be looking at 
using existing strategic plans such as Race to the Top. The Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) calls 
out to align with the CCDF state plan and with Every Student Successes Act. The federal government will 
need to approve the first 2 activities to move on to implementation, which is Activity 5.  Erin shared the 
Department is working on creating an inventory of groups/ organizations to help inform, enhance and align 
the grant.  Erin shared that they plan to weave a purposeful focus around enhancing human interaction 
between, parents, provider, and child throughout every aspect of the grant.  
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Commissioners shared suggestions to the PDG group on enhancing alignment, collection of data for needs 
assessment and general thoughts. There was a suggestion to involve Head Starts into the needs assessment 
to collect data on the number of families they have on a waitlist and other administrative data they might 
be willing to offer. Letty shared that there is a current data study from VROOM using TANF and human 
interactions that the Department might be able to use data from and align with. Heather lastly stated the 
importance of sustainability for the implementation of the grant.  
 
ECLC Bylaws  
Amanda Pelletier shared the new House Bill 1198 that states, starting January 1, 2019, each statutorily 
created board or commission in state government shall implement written polices or bylaws. These bylaws 
are concerning the establishment of best practices for state boards and commissions.  The Commissions 
bylaws are required to include legislative intent, defining role of the Commission, goals of the Commission, 
identifying and managing conflicts of interest, addressing CORA and Open Records Act, staff duties, 
identifying and securing sufficient data and how to coordinate with others agencies. Amanda stated that the 
bylaws are created from content pulled directly from ECLC Statue, the Governing Charter and Policies and 
put all in one document. Then she asked for feedback on the bylaws, the Commissioners gave feedback 
around grammar and content.  

ECLC Budget  
Kristina Heyl shared that the Office of Early Childhood Director, Mary Anne is willing to use CCDF funds to 
support salaries and basic operating expenses for two employees, and shift other expenses – such as 
projects, printing, mailing, food – to the private fund held at Rose Community Foundation. Kristina went 
over a hand out that outlines budget for salaries, ECLC operating expenses and projects, and the Framework 
website project. She thanked those whose foundations have donated to the ECLC budget and stated that the 
budget is in a solid place for now. Anna Jo Haynes brought up an important concern about keeping in mind 
sustainability of the Commission budget.  

Transition Document Updates + Next steps  
Elsa Holguín shared that the Transition Document is finalized and has been sent to the full Commission. She 
also has started to share the document with organizations and early childhood stakeholders and asking for 
feedback on the document. She also said she has shared the Transition Document with the Early Childhood 
Submit and received positive feedback and excitement. The group agreed they would like to get the 
Transition Document professionally printed. 

The group then discussed next steps for the Transition Document, how to share the document and get it to 
the gubernatorial candidates. The group discussed ways to share the document with groups/ organizations 
across the state. One suggestion was to have an event in the future and invite the newly elected Governor 
to share the document with. Another suggestion was to circle back with the facilitator from the ECLC 
retreat, Roxane White, for her recommendations on next steps for sharing the Transition Document, 
planning an event and creating a more substantial document for the future. Kristina will discuss the 
Transition Document next steps with Roxane White and bring back her recommendations to the group.  

Annual Report + Presentation  
Kristina Heyl asked for Commissioner recommendations on the presentation for the Annual Report. The 
Commissioners discussed ideas in which to present the Annual Report. One idea was to present the report at 
a luncheon or breakfast event. Another suggestion was that Rose Community Foundation could host a dinner 
for an event to present the report. Another suggestion was to have the event close to the Capital so that 
legislators could easily walk to the event. Kristina shared she will reach out to the Children’s Campaign 
about collaborating and planning an event where the Annual Report can be presented.  
 
Kristina Heyl then asked the Commissioners whether they want to change the format and/or structure of the 
Annual Report. The group shared they like the consistency of the report throughout the years and prefer to 
keep the format and structure the same.  Gerri Gomez Howard suggested making the report more 
interactively available online. She suggested adding a video, links to sources, and digitizing the report.  
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Kristina discussed how the Subcommittees are working on connecting their work to the 3 ECLC Areas of 
Opportunity.  She shared that on the Co-chair meeting call the Subcommittee chairs discussed how they will 
be imbedding the 3 ECLC Areas of Opportunity into their work and will be continuing to move in that 
direction. Kristina said she will share the final Transition Document with all the Subcommittees. 
 
Kristina then updated the Commissioners on the possibility to restructure the Early Childhood Professional 
Development Advisory Working Group. She shared that the group is having difficulties managing the 6 sub 
goal groups they have created. The Commissioners discussed how to best support the ECPD Advisory Working 
Group.  
 
Commissioner Updates 
Melissa shared CDE and CDHS are working on an interagency agreement on early intervention/ Part C 
services. Both agencies will review 11 opportunities around early intervention and create recommendations 
based on their findings; recommendations are due to legislators next June.  

Elsa stated Rose Community Foundation is supporting a forum on the 2020 Census on Oct. 23 in partnership 
with “Together We Count.” The forum will look at why the 2020 census matters.   
 
Next Steps and Public Comment 
There was no public comment.  
 
Adjourn 
The meeting was adjourned at 2:48 pm.  
 
Note: Any presentation requested by the ECLC does not constitute or imply an endorsement of the product, 
process, service, or organization by the ECLC.    
 


